
Name: Tejaswani Khurana
Position: Calgary Campus Representative
Month/Year: June/2023
Hours contributed: 15-18

Goals I am pursuing:
NSO Calgary, Halloween, Mental health week event, Diwali

Meetings attended:
Meeting with Maleeka, meeting with Kristin Galicia and Jessica Jones respectively,
Various meetings with Spencer and Jessica regarding NSO and other brainstorming for events
and creating engagement at the Calgary campus as well as Brana for increasing awareness
amongst international students through monthly café and other events.

Tactics on sharing SU event information:
During the meeting with Kristin and Kathleen, Kathleen offered me a spot on the newsletter and
the advising team at the Calgary campus has offered to send ULSU event-related information to
students on my behalf.

Got access to the official email ID for Calgary rep, checked that out and replied to a bunch of
emails from students interested in volunteering.
I have upcoming meetings with Jessica and Kristin regarding finalizing details for NSO.
Furthermore, I have planned to set up a booth to provide information regarding ULSU, keep a
ballot to see what kind of events students want to see at the campus, do a dance-off to break the
ice, ping-pong game (without alcohol) and many more.
I am currently brainstorming ideas myself and with Jessica and Brana for NSO as well as other
events. My goal is to have one event sort of a check in each month. Currently working on NSO,
finalizing the details with Jessica since she’s heading NSO Calgary this time.
I am planning to put together some items in a goodie bag with Jessica that would include
ULSU-related information like a pamphlet on health and dental, information about clubs etc. and
other ways the ULSU can help the students.
Long term goals include creating engagement and a sense of belongingness through events like
movie night, patio meet-up, Diwali celebration and many more.


